Prof. Sir Keith Porter. Royal Centre for Defence Medicine
‘From Bastion to Birmingham, Lessons Learned and their Application into Civilian Practice’

Prof. Malcolm Woollard, Coventry University
‘The Great Airway Management Debate’

Sgt. Andy Hughes, 40 Commando, Royal Marines
‘In the Front Line: Life as a paramedic in a forward operating base in Afghanistan’

Lisa Hughes, Dept of Health
‘Are you Ready to be Liberated? The paramedic in a changing NHS’

Thursday 26th May
University of the West of England,
Glenside Campus, Bristol BS16 1DD

Admission £5 for College of Paramedics members. £35 for non-members (Includes lunch and refreshments). To book a place or to join the College of Paramedics:- Telephone C of P on 01278 420 014 or e-mail events@collegeofparamedics.co.uk
PROGRAMME:

- From Bastion to Birmingham: Lessons learned and their application in civilian practice
  - Professor Sir Keith Porter. Consultant in Traumatology.
- The Great Airway Management Debate
  - Professor Malcolm Woollard. Consultant Paramedic.
- In the Front Line: Life as a paramedic in a forward operating base in Afghanistan
  - Sgt. Andy Hughes. 40 Commando, Royal Marines
- Are You Ready to be Liberated: The paramedic in a changing NHS
  - Lisa Hughes Allied Health Professions Officer. Department of Health
- Critical Care Paramedics: Clinically effective and value for money
  - Professor Andy Newton. Consultant Paramedic
- Primary Survey: A new dynamic approach
  - Paul Jones. Senior Paramedic Tutor.
- Prevention better than cure: The Paramedic Role in Public Health
  - John Martin: Consultant Paramedic
- Burns and Blasts: What next for thermal injuries?
  - Patrick Bourke. Burns Specialist

Date: 26th May 2011
Registration: 09.00
Start: 09.30
Finish: 16.00 (Lunch and refreshments provided)
To Book: Telephone C of P on 01278 420 014
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